
GROWTH PLATE INJURIES
WHAT ARE GROWTH PLATES?

Bones  are  made  up  of  a  mineral  matrix  (calcium  and  phosphorus)  and  a  cellular
component.  This does not allow growth quickly and that is why growth is facilitated by
growth plates in babies.  Growth plates, also called physes, are sections of cartilage in
certain places in bones where new bone is made.  These later fill in or close and this is
when growth stops.  This  closure does not occur until approximately 18 months of age in
dogs.

The growth plates are delicate and much more easily damaged than the bone itself as
cartilage is soft.  This unfortunately means that injuries are not uncommon and include:

• fractures (breaks) where the growth plate joins to the bone
• fractures through the growth plate itself
• compression injuries (where the cartilage is compressed to the point that the cells

can no longer grow)

WHAT CAUSES GROWTH PLATE INJURIES?

Growth plate injuries can be serious and usually required surgical intervention to fix them.
The most common causes of growth plate injuries are:

• excessive exercise
• running around and changing direction quickly
• rough play
• jumping down from couches, utes etc
• running up and down stairs
• motor vehicle accidents
• being dropped or stepped on

HOW DO WE KNOW IF OUR PUPPY HAS INJURED A GROWTH PLATE?

Sometimes the injuries are not obvious initially and are not noticed until the leg starts to
grow crooked.  This is especially so with compression injuries as often only part of the
growth plate will  be compressed which results in one side of the bone growing but the
other side does not.  This results in the lower part of the leg turning either under the body
or away.  If the whole growth plate is affected, this can cause one leg to be shorter that the
other or even more drastic bending of the leg as some areas of the legs have two bones
that have to grow at the same rate.



With other injuries, fractures etc, your puppy is likely to be quite lame.  Initially your puppy
will probably not use the effected leg at all but may slowly start touching it to the ground
after a day or two.  Recurring lameness would also be another hint.  This means that some
days your puppy will be walking around without any concerns but then other days they will
be lame.  Or they may walk on the leg but choose to lift it up when running.

WHAT CAN WE DO?

At the time of an injury or accident,  we can take x-rays of the affected leg to ensure that
fractures  are  not  present.   If  fractures  are  present,  surgical  correction  is  most  often
necessary and should be done as soon as possible.  Rest is very important, not letting
your puppy do any exercise except on a lead may be essential.  

Unfortunately compressive injuries do not show up on x-rays so while we often give anti-
inflammatories to decrease pain and try to limit the damage, we may not realise that the
growth plate is effected until the leg grows.  If the leg starts to change direction (become
bowed) or not grow at the same rate as the other,  then we start  medical support and
investigate surgical options with a surgical specialist (referral).  

We highly  recommend adding  joint  supplements  to  the  puppies  diet  or  if  appropriate
starting a prescription diet with these already incorporated as we know that the alteration
in the shape of the leg will result in pressure on cartilage within joints that is abnormal.
This  results  in  areas  of  joint  doing  more  work  than  they are  designed  for  which  will
potentially lead to early arthritis and pain in the joint.   Joint supplements can help prevent
this.  As we are unable to predict just how quickly arthritis and therefore pain will develop,
we strongly recommend surgical correction where-ever possible to prevent this.  If surgery
is not possible, then joint support of some kind will be required for the life of your dog.

If you have further questions regarding this condition, please contact us on 53811996.


